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Pharmacogenetics & Pharmacogenomics

• Understand how genetic variation 
leads to variation in the responses 
to drugs

• One of the promises of the genome 
project



Instructions from Zak

“I would like you to consider what we 
could be doing, if we are capable of 
producing high-throughput phenotypes/
genotypes/samples that would best 
serve pharmacogenomics agenda?”
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Example:  Warfarin (Coumadin)
• Anticoagulant, prevent clots/strokes/MI

• Very difficult to dose--can’t predict well based 
on clinical variables

• Overdose & underdose both dangerous

• Two genes explain much of variability (CYP2C9 
and VKORC1).  [New gene CYP4F2]

• Trials ongoing to see if dose can be set using 
demographics + genetics, reduce side effects, 
improve outcomes.





http://www.pharmgkb.org/
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How can i2b2-type 
infrastructure help 
pharmacogenomics?

5 opportunities 
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Opportunity #1
• Identify drugs with variable outcomes 

(no variability, no pharmacogenomics)
–variability in dose

–variability in side effects

–variability in outcomes

• Population based databases allow us to 
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Opportunity #2
• Identify cohorts of patients to 

participate in studies of PGx
–establish hereditability

–find cases/controls

–ensure sufficient genetic/cultural diversity

• Population based databases allow us to 
identify study cohorts.
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Opportunity #3
• Provide information about the 

environmentome (environome?)
– infection disease history

–occupational/environmental exposure 
history

–cultural environment

• Population based databases allow us to 
define the Env-500K which along with 
genotypes will predict PGx phenotypes.



Opportunity #4
• Provide large, diverse cohorts for 

replication
–Multiple sites

–Large numbers of study subjects

–Rapid turnaround

• Networked Population based databases 
allow us to define appropriate cohorts 
for replication and transferability.



Opportunity #5
• Provide a mechanism for dissemination 

and implementation of PGx in practice
–Network for disseminating new PGx 
interventions

–Electronic medical record infrastructure for 
decision support (MDs/Patients/Admins)

• i2b2-type networks allow us to imagine 
a mechanism for implementing genome-
informed medicine



Promises & Challenges
• Focused treatment by pre-identifying 

genetic backgrounds likely to respond.
• Reduce adverse events by predicting 

who is at risk
• Way to save drugs in the pipeline that 

are very effective only in 
subpopulations.

• Better understanding of drug 
interactions



Promises & Challenges
• Science still early.
• Fragmentation of drug markets is not 

always attractive to drug companies.
• Finding significant variants
• Ethical issues in testing/storing 

individual genotype
• Unclear how to deliver information to 

the practitioner
• “Big N” alone is not enough.



Methods for prioritizing genes 
in the analysis of GWAS.
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Text



Thanks.

russ.altman@stanford.edu

http://www.pharmgkb.org/

Thanks to NIH (NIGMS, NLM, NHGRI)
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